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ABSTRACT
To identify the real-time
time activities, an online algorithm need be considered.
In this paper, we will first segment entire one activity as one-time
one
interval
using Bayesian online detection method instead of fixed and small length
time interval. Then, we introduce two-layer
layer random forest classification for
real-time
time activity recognition on the smartphone by embedded
accelerometers. We evaluate the performance of our method based on six
activities: walking, upstairs, downstairs, sitting, standing, and laying on 30
volunteers. For the data considered, we get 92.4% overall accuracy based
on six activities and 100% overall accuracy only based on dynamic activity
and static activity.
KEYWORDS: Bayesian online detection;; Human activity recognition;
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I. INRODUCTION
It has been estimated that there would be 6.1 billion
smartphone users by 2020, which is about 70% of the
population worldwide [1]. The smartphone is not only a
communication equipment but also a powerful tool with a
variety of functions, such as photography,
hotography, radio,
calculator, game, and GPS, which contains camera,
accelerometer, microphone, magnetic compasses, and GPS
sensors, etc. The human activity recognition (HAR)
problem using a smartphone with built-in
in sensors include
accelerometer and GPS that
at allows continuous monitoring
human activity patterns (i.e., walking, running, sitting, etc.)
of the user who carries a smartphone every day as well as
personal activity tracking. For instance, some people are
concerned about how many calories they burn every day
through exercise, or detecting whether an elder fell and
whether he/she require emergency aid. By comparing
with other wearable sensors, it is more convenient and
reasonable to carry the cell phone every day due to the
small size and multi-functionality
onality of the smartphone.

accelerometers distributed on the different areas of a body
have more effective recognition ability. In addition, the
application of complex methods such as statistics learning
and machine learning also effect on improving the
identifying process ([6], [7], [8], [9] ). An overview of HAR
problem by carrying wearable sensors is discussed in [10],
which compares HAR system design, sensors selection,
recognition method and evaluation systems. It claims that
it is a challenge to define the best detecting procedure
because of considering different tasks, sampling rates,
algorithms, computing speed and evaluation methods.
Nevertheless, more sensors give better results in general.
However, it is unreasonable to wear multiple
mul
types of
equipment every day because of expense, complexity, and
inconvenience. Smartphone as a much used electronic
product that has been widely applied for activity
recognition (e.g. [7],[11],[12],[13], [14]). Therefore, the
research field of smartphone
phone based HAR becomes very
important.

The first project of HAR is discussed in [2] in the late ’90s.
During 25 years, there were several approaches to
improve the identifying process by wearing multiple
sensors that placed in several locations of the body
([3],[4],[5]).
[5]). In [3], which indicates that multiple

time human activity recognition
We present a real-time
algorithm using sensor data generated from the triaxial
accelerometer built-in
in smartphone [13]. The six daily life
activities discussed here are: walking, walking upstairs,
u
walking downstairs, sitting, standing and laying. To deal
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with HAR problem, first of all, we must partition the entire
time interval into segments because the raw data cannot
be used in classification algorithm directly. Then, extract
meaningful features (mean, standard deviation, peak, etc.)
from every segment, which are applied to the classification
algorithm, such as decision tree. Finally, we will train and
test the identifying process. Because of limitation of cell
phone’s battery and CPU, we cannot train the model on a
cell phone. Usually, the training process is either already
learned on a computer or happening on cloud computing
through the Internet. However, technology is developing
with time, more and more types of cell phones are allowed
to run training algorithm on it [14]. Therefore, the user
can collect data and identify activities on their phone; it is
more convenient when a user wants to adapt the activity
training model or when the Internet is not available. On
the other hand, it is also desirable to develop more
efficient and less complex learning models so that training
procedure can be processed on the cell phone. For the
classification method, there are two types of algorithm:
online and offline learning ([15],[16]). By comparing with
offline learning method, online learning can be applied to
real-time training data because it is able to adapt the
model as new data being collected.
In this paper, we introduce a combination of Bayesian
online detection algorithm and two-layer random forest
classification, which can automatically identify human
activities at a certain time without user intervening, such
that user does not need to mark start time and end time
for every activity. Using Bayesian online segmentation
method to detect the time interval, we extract meaningful
features based on a entire activity time interval that
considered as a segment. These features from a entire
activity contain more information than short time interval
generated by fixed length time segmentation. For the
training procedure, different classification layers use
different features (section 2). The first layer aims to
distinguish dynamic activities (walking, walking upstairs
and walking downstairs) versus static activities (sitting,
standing and lying). The main feature used in the first
layer
classifier
is
amplitude
defined
as

xi2,1 + xi2,2 + ... + xi2,p

,

xi

is

i th

point with p-

dimension. During the second layer classification
processing, there are two separated classification training
models A and B to classify different sub-classes. If we get
static activity on the first layer for a certain interval, then
we go through model A at second layer to further classify
as sitting, standing or lying; otherwise, we go through
model B at second layer to further partition into walking,
walking upstairs or walking downstairs.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
Bayesian online segmentation. Section III discusses twolayer classification method. In section IV, we present the
result of applying the methods introduced to a real-time
activity data. The conclusion is given in section V.
II. METHODOLOGY
For these developed human activity recognition (HAR)
methods, the pre-processing procedure of HAR methods is
to separate the whole time series interval into small
segments. The reason for this step is important and
necessary is that the raw individual observation cannot be
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applied directly in classification methods. In most of the
literature, one partition the whole time series into equal
length segments, the length of the segment could be 1.5s,
2s, and 3s, etc. However, these types of intervals are so
short that cannot capture enough information of activities.
In this paper, we complete this step based on Bayesian
online segmentation method introduced in section 2.1.
This method detects change points between two patterns,
and it defines the time series between two change points
as a segment. This procedure results in varying length of
time intervals rather than equal length of time interval and
small segments. Next step, we need to extract features
from each segment. The feature widely used so far are
categorized as time-domain features, frequency-domain
features, wavelet features and Heuristic Features [17].
Here, we mainly use time-domain features and frequencydomain features. The review paper [10] discusses current
classification methods that include decision tree, k-nearest
neighbors, Bayesian, neural network, fuzzy logic, support
vector machines, classifier ensembles, regression methods
and Markov models that are applied widely in many
publications and applications. In this work, we introduce
two-layer random forest method for activity classification,
we use accuracy and confusion matrix as the evaluation
index. Fig 1 displays the process of real-time activity
recognition.
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A. Bayesian Online Segmentation
In this paper, we consider the three-dimensional data
points

xt = (xt1, xt2 , xt3 )

at time t with frequency 50Hz

that is generated by smartphone accelerometer. The task
of classifying the human patterns from these sensor data is
to group homogeneous data sets and separate
heterogeneous data sets. These observations are listed on
timeline, all observations between two change points
construct a time series segment defined as a pattern.
Those homogeneous observations are assumed to follow a
multi-normal distribution, and different patterns follow
different multi-normal distributions. Therefore, to find the
change point between two patterns becomes a significant
problem.
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In [18] and [10], an overview of the human activity recognition process and discussion of segmenting methods. Bayesian
t
online detection method [19] can be used to prepare these segments automatically for classification. First, we consider the
concept of “run length” rt , which is the length of the current run at time t and it is linear about time t. For example, if rt = 0
at t=8,

x8 is a change point; if rt = 0, we keep run one more and repeat the process. xt( r ) is defined as the set

correspond to run length rt. If rt is zero, x
posterior distribution

P ( rt x1:t ) =

(r )

is an empty set. For example, t=9,

rt = 1, then x9( r ) = {x8 , x9 }. To find the

P (rt x1:t ) , we need to generate a recursive joint distribution P (rt, x1:t),

P ( rt , x1:t )
∝ P ( rt , x1:t )
P ( x1:t )

∝

∑ P (r , r
t

t −1

, xt , x1:t −1

rt −1

∝

∑ P (r , x
t

t

rt −1 , x1:t ) P ( rt −1 , x1:t −1 )

rt −1

∝

∑ P (r

t

rt −1 ) P ( xt rt −1 , xt(−r1) ) P ( rt −1 , x 1:t −1 )

(1)

rt −1

(r )

Here, P (rt|rt−1) is a prior probability, the joint distribution P (rt, x1:t) is called growth probability and P ( xt rt −1 , xt −1 ) is a
predictive probability., we pick the rt with the largest posterior probability, which rt is also associated with the largest joint
(r )

distribution in recent data. Next, the prior distribution P (rt|rt−1) and the predictive distribution P ( xt rt −1 , xt ) is defined
in following steps.
The run length has two directions: one direction is that no change point happens at time t and rt = rt−1 + 1, which means the
new data still stays in the same group and follows the same distribution; another direction is that a change point occurs, rt
drop to 0 with probability H(rt ) = 1/λ. Here, H(rt) is hazard function based on geometric distribution with parameter
λ [20]. The prior distribution is:

H ( rt −1 ) if rt = 0


P ( rt rt −1 ) = 1 − H ( rt −1 ) if rt = rt −1 + 1

0 otherwise


(2)

(r )

The probability P ( xt +1 rt , xt ) is a marginal distribution that integral the parameter vector θ correspond to the current
run length rt. The rt depends on the recent data set x(r), which set keep the homogeneous observations and the generated
distribution won’t change with time. Define the predictive probability as follows:

P ( xt +1 rt , xt( r ) ) = ∫ P( xt +1 θ) P (θt( r ) = θ rt , xt( r ) )d θ

(3)

Here, θ(r) is the parameter of current run length. Assume the tri-dimensions sensor data xt = (xt1, xt2, xt3)T follow three
multiple normal distributions with mean µ and inverse- covariance matrix Ω = Σ−1 and dimension d = 3. The likelihood
function of n data points is described as follows:

P ( X 1:t µ , Ω ) = (2 π ) − nd / 2 Ω
∝ Ω

t /2

exp( −

t /2

exp( −

1 t
( x i − µ ) T Ω ( xi − µ ))
∑
2 i =1

(4)

1 t
∑ ( xi − µ )T Ω ( xi − µ ))
2 i =1

(5)

For the prior distribution P (µ, Ω), assume µ∼ N (µ0, (κ0Ω)−1) normal distribution and

Ω ~ Wid (T0 , υ0 ) Wishart

distribution, so the prior distribution of combining both unknown parameters are:

1
( υ − d −1)/ 2
(µ − µ 0 )T ( κΩ )(µ − µ 0 )) Ω 0
2
× exp( − tr (T Ω ) / 2)

P (µ , Ω µ 0 , κ 0 , υ 0 , T0 ) ∝ Ω

1/ 2

exp( −

(6)
(7)

Hence, the posterior distribution is:

P (µ , Ω X 1:t )

(8)

∝ P (X 1:t µ , Ω ) P (µ , Ω )

(9)

∝ ℵ(µ µ t , κ t )Wid ( Ω υ t , Tt )

(10)
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where,

κt = κ 0 + t

µt =

κ0µ0 + t X t
κ0 + t

υt = υ0 + t
Tt = T 0 +
+

∑

( X i − X t )(X i − X t ) T

(1 1)

κ 0t
( µ 0 − X t )( µ 0 − X t ) T
κ0 + t

(1 2 )

Therefore, the update step for every one new data.
κt+1 = κt + 1
κ µ + X t +1
µ t +1 = t t
κt + 1

υt +1 = υt + 1
Tt +1 =

κ t ( X t +1 − µ t )( X t +1 − µ t ) T
κt + 1

(13)

Finally, the posterior predictive probability is

P ( X t +1 X tr , rt ) = t υ t − d +1 ( µ t ,

Tt ( κ t + 1)
)
κ t ( υ t − d + 1)

(14)

When new data comes, the algorithm updates parameter and the joint distribution

P(rt , x1:t ), which approximates to

posterior distribution P (rt|x1:t). This Bayesian method create t posterior distributions
iteration time t, to pick up the rt with highest posterior probability. If
defined as a change point. More detail is shown in Appendix.

{ P( r

t

xi:t )}i =1 at every
t

rt change to 0 that means a new segment, xt is

Adjust Bayesian Online Method
Time consumption is one of the important issues of the Bayesian online algorithm because the computing time is linear
with the number of observations, which makes computing time being linearly increasing with time. Here, we introduce
sliding window method that is used to construct a fixed window size N, which is so large that includes at least a
few activity segments. In this experiment we take N = 10000, that’s equivalent to 200s. Depending on different data set,
we could choose larger N especially in cases where a single activity takes more time. The adjusted Bayesian online
method is to re-initial all parameters when starting a new sliding window and eliminates all old parameter
information of last sliding window. The algorithm of adjusted Bayesian online segmenting shows in Fig 2.
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B. two-layer Classification
In this experiment, instead of extracting features from every small segment, such as 2s, we consider extracting features from
the entire activity time segment constructed automatically by Bayesian Online Detection method. One reason for considering
the feature of a whole segment is that less feature calculation than feature computation of every 2s. Another reason is to
classify the whole sequence rather than classifying a subsequence that contains less information of the activity process. In
addition to the three-dimensional data (xi, yi, zi), there is another important measurement: the distance of an observation to
the original point (0, 0, 0) called magnitude, which is defined as

di = xi2 + yi2 + zi2 .

The feature we used here are following six types criterion:
1. Average of (xi, yi, zi, di);
2. Standard deviation of (xi, yi, zi, di);
3. Average of local maximum of (xi, yi, zi, di);
4. Average of time difference between two consecutive local maximums of (xi, yi, zi, di);
5. Skewness of (xi, yi, zi);
6. Kurtosis of (xi, yi, zi).
The observation can approximate as a periodic wave, and the repetitive peaks can regard as one of the characteristics
that are used to distinguish different axes of different activities [12]. Because the waves of dynamic activities repeat
quicker than static activities, the time gap between two consecutive peaks of dynamic activities is shorter than static
activities. The time gap between two consecutive peaks is also used as the indexes to distinguish the activities.
After segmenting time series, this algorithm trains two- layer classification. The first layer classifies the activities into two
categories: dynamic activities (walking, walking upstairs, walking downstairs) and static activity (standing, sitting,
lying). The training features of first layer classification only include the first four criterion of di: average, standard
deviation, average of local maximum and average of time difference between two consecutive local maximums. These
criterion of di are the most essential factors to distinguish dynamic and static patterns. For the second layer
classification, there are two separated classification processes. One classifier trains and tests only on dynamic activity
results into three classes: walking, upstairs and downstairs. Another classifier trains and tests on static activity that
also result in three classes: sitting, standing and lying. Here, we apply random forest as the classification method,
which is the most widely used classifier and suitable for many types of data [14]. The two-layer classification algorithm
1is displayed in Fig 3.
Algorithm 1 two-layer Classification algorithm
1: procedure GENERATED NEW SEGMENT
(r)
2: Create features from generated new segment x
3: Predict the activity of new segment set using the
first layer features
4: If the predictive label from step 3 is dynamic
activities, go to step 5; if the predictive label is static
activities,
go to step 6;
5: Predict the activity of new segment set using
second layer features considering dynamic activities
6: Predict the activity of new segment set using
second layer features considering static activities
7: end procedure
III. EXPERIMENT
The data source is provided by [21], where the experiments have been carried out with a group of 30 volunteers. They
performed a protocol of activities composed of six daily activities: three static postures (standing, sitting, lying) and
three dynamic activities (walking, walking downstairs and walking upstairs). All the participants were wearing a
smartphone (Samsung Galaxy S II) on the waist during the experiment execution. The captured 3-axial linear
acceleration.
Randomly choose 200s observations of a few volunteers to show the tri-axis observation of six activities in Fig 4. It is
relatively easy to distinguish dynamic activities and static activities because the dynamic activities have stronger
fluctuation than static activities. However, it is a challenge to identify the walking, walking upstairs and walking
downstairs in the dynamic group, as well as identifying sitting, standing and laying in the static group. Also, volunteers
generate their particular wave stream that observations are entirely different with each other when they even perform
the same action. For instance, in Fig4 testing, the z-axis data of around first 80s is less fluctuating than the z-axis data
from 80s to 120s. On the other hand, the observations of different activities exhibited from different persons that could
be same. Therefore, the combination of the sensor data from all volunteers is difficult to be detected due to the
differences in the pattern. The reason of training on combining data is that prototype created by such training set
generally can be applied so that the user does not require to record the start and stop time for specific activities.
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The obtained dataset was randomly partitioned into two sets, where 70% of the data was selected as training data and
30% as the test data. The training set is applied to train two-layer random forest to get the prototypes model.
Subsequently, the model is used to classify the online segments using Bayesian online segmentation discussed before
and come with a class label as output. First of all, let’s check the automatically segmenting confusion matrix result in
Table I using Bayesian online segmentation algorithm, those errors are caused by segmenting bias and delay with real
boundaries. Here, we use the majority vote to label the class of each segment.

In Table I, the average error rate of bias and delay is 3.55%, which shows this algorithm can automatically and efficiently
detect changing activities and find time interval for each of the activities. To compare with Bayesian online segmentation
method, we use Sliding Window and Bottom-up (SWAB) [22] online segmentation algorithm as the optional choice. The
SWAB is to process bottom-up algorithm during a large enough sliding window that can include a few segments. Unlike
the Bayesian method, SWAB requires defining initial minimal segmentation length and final merged number of segments.
In Table II, we display overall accuracy based on the different scale of minimum length and number of segments. The
accuracy is increasing as long as we increase the number of segments and increase the minimum length. However,
increasing both criteria will result in segmentation meaningless. Therefore, we are uncertain to choose the best option.
Compared with that, the Bayesian method has less pre-defined requirements and hence more desirable.

Walking
Walking Upstairs
Walking Downstairs
Sitting
Standing
Lying

num seg= 25
num seg= 50
num seg= 100
num seg= 200
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TABLE I Bayesian Online Segmentation Confusion Matrix
Walking Walking Upstairs Walking Downstairs Sitting
1
0
0
0
0
0.9601
0.0399
0
0
0.0451
0.9549
0
0
0
0
0.9533
0
0
0
0.0477
0
0
0
0.0078
TABLE II SWAB OVERALL ACCURACY
min len = 2 min len = 5 min len = 10 min len = 20
0.8417
0.8444
0.8494
0.8793
0.8854
0.8914
0.9022
0.9329
0.9227
0.9386
0.9514
0.9688
0.9658
0.9663
0.9739
0.9992
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Standing
0
0
0
0.0265
0.9415
0.0058

Lying
0
0
0
0.0087
0
0.9749

min len = 30
0.8991
0.9534
0.9931
0.9981
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Table III shows the testing accuracy of two times classifier based on Bayesian online segmentation. The overall accuracy
is 92.4% for six states, the accuracy of static postures and dynamic activities are 100 % in this experiment. By the
overall accuracy of two groups, we can 100% detect whether the person moves or not. From the estimated change
points, we can estimate the length of time for a person to be active or sedentary.
TABLE III ONLINE TWO-LAYER CLASSIFICAION CONFUSION MATRIX
Walking Walking Upstairs Walking Downstairs Sitting Standing
Walking
26
3
0
0
0
Walking Upstairs
3
50
1
0
0
Walking Downstairs
0
3
51
0
0
Sitting
0
0
0
34
2
Standing
0
0
0
5
30
Lying
0
0
0
0
0

Lying
0
0
0
0
1
36

For showing the reasoning of choosing random forest, we compared the results of training by KNN, and SVM, Boosting
with Random forest in Fig5. The overall accuracy of Boosting and Random forest is very close and both higher than other
two algorithms. Checking the accuracy of every activity, Boosting and Random forest generated result is better than others
except for walking upstairs that SVM performs the best. Even the complexity of KNN O(nk + nd) (k is a pre-defined
number of classes) shows that KNN is an efficient classification algorithm, but KNN provides poor identify result.
Considering SVM has time complexity O(dn2) that SVM is more effective in cases where the number of dimensions is
greater than the number of samples. Taken as a whole, Boosting and Random forest is the optimal choices. Nonetheless,
the time complexity of boosting is O(ndKlog(n)) that is higher than the time complexity of random forest O(ndlog(n)).
Here, n is the number of observation, d is the number of features, and K is depth. Consider the task of real-time
pattern detecting, not only accuracy is important, but less time consuming is also another criterion. Therefore, the
random forest is the better way to handle our data. Based on Table I segmenting outcomes, we can simultaneously
input the result into two times classifier and output activity label immediately.

A. Comparing OBS with SWAB
This data source is provided by Dr. Tu Yicheng’s Lab at University of South Florida, which is generated by iPhone 6
built-in accelerometer with 50Hz. The sensor data is tri- dimensional: x-axis shows the acceleration rate on forthback direction; y-axis shows the acceleration rate on left- right direction; z-axis shows the acceleration rate on up- down
direction. The sensor data include sitting, standing, walking upstairs, walking downstairs, walking and jogging six
activities. However, the label of each activity is unknown. Comparing the change point detecting result by OBS method in
Figure 6 with SWAB state estimation result, the OBS algorithm does an excellent performance.

Fig.6. Acceleration plot of six activities
SWAB method is considered as the alternative segmentation method comparing with OBS. The length of sliding window
is 1000, which is long enough to contain a few activities. Since these data set doesn’t include actual activity labels
and it needs visually check whether or not the segmentations are appropriate. SWAB requires the minimum length of
starting segments and the fixed number of segments per sliding window. Based on the result displayed in Figure
7,8,9 and 10, the change point detecting is sensitive to the fluctuating observations (observation 2500th to 4500th).
Overall, OBS can be considered as the better choice for activity detecting issue.
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CONCLUSION
We present a real-time activity recognition algorithm, which is used to apply on smartphone platform for human
activity identification. We introduce a Bayesian online detection algorithm and two-layer random forest classifier.
Rather than extracting features from small segments that one activity time interval might contain a few such segments,
this method computes features based on entire activity time interval. Different classify layers use different features to
avoid meaningless features and save running time. The first layer aims to distinguish dynamic activities (walking,
upstairs and downstairs) and static activities (sitting, standing and lying) using the amplitude as the key feature. The
process of the second layer is to distinguish the three behaviors in different categories. However, it is still a big
challenge to differentiate walking and walking upstairs very well only based on accelerometer sensor data. We could
get a better result with regarding GPS data in the later work. In this work, performance has reached with overall
accuracy for six states is 92.4%, and the overall accuracy for two categories: dynamic activities and static activities is
100%. For USF lab data, we cannot check the OBS give better segmenting result that can detect change point
appropriately even dynamic activities. Further, OBS method doesn’t need prior information as well as SWAB method
such as the number of segments. In the future, a real-time detection activity system can be designed on a smartphone.
Since it has been trained and it can automatically detect behavior change, therefore it’s easy to handle without user
knowledge of machine learning and instruct smartphone when user change behaviors. Even though the multivariate
normality assumption is bit restrictive, we get good results. We plan to relax this assumption in the future work.
Further, we also can extend the set of activity with low frequency and high frequency, such as quick walking, slow walking,
fast running, and jogging, etc.
APPENDIX
The prior distribution of combination of normal distribution and Wishart distribution is:

P(µ, Ω µ 0 , κ0 , υ0 , T0 ) = ℵ(µ µ 0 , κ 0 )Wid (Ω υ0 , T0 )
= (2π) − d /2 κ 0 Ω

1/ 2

1
( υ − d −1)
exp(− (µ − µ 0 )T ( κΩ)(µ − µ0 )) Ω 0
2

1
−υ /2
× exp(− tr (T Ω) / 2)2−υ0 d/2 T 0 Γ d (υ0 / 2)
2
1
1
1/ 2
( υ − d −1)
exp(− tr (T Ω) / 2)
∝ Ω exp(− (µ − µ 0 )T ( κΩ)(µ − µ0 )) Ω 0
2
2

(15)

For the update step,

κµ 0 + (t + 1) X t +1 κµ 0 + t X t
−
κ + t +1
κ+t
κX t +1 + tX t +1 − κµ 0 − t X t X t +1 − µt
=
=
( κ + t + 1)( κ + 1)
κt + 1
X − µt X t +1 + κt µt
= µt + t +1
=
κt + 1
κt + 1

µt +1 − µt =

µt +1
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T

T

Tt +1 − Tt = X t +1 X tT+1 − (t + 1) X t +1 X t +1 + t X t X t

T
T
κ(t + 1)
(µ 0 µT0 − 2µ 0 X t +1 + X t +1 X t +1 )
κ + t +1
T
T
(t + 1) X t +1 − X t +1
κt
−
(µ0 µT0 − 2µ 0 X t + X t X t )(
− Xt)
κ+t
t
T
T
1
= [( κt + 1) κt X t +1 X t +1 − (t + 1) 2 κt X t +1 X t +1 + t 2 ( κt + 1)
Z

+

T

 (t + 1) X t +1 − X t +1   (t + 1) X t +1 − X t +1 
T
×
 
 − 2 κ(t + 1) κt µ 0 X t +1

t
t



 (t + 1) X t +1 − X t +1 
T
2
+ 2 κt ( κt + 1) 
 + κ µ 0 µ 0 ]
t



(17)

where,

Z = ( κ + t + 1)( κ + t )
T
1
= [( κt + 1) 2 X t +1 X tT+1 + (t + 1)2 X t +1 X tT+1 + κ 2 µ 0 µT0 − 2( κt + 1)(t + 1) X t +1 X t +1
Z
+ 2κ(t + 1)µ 0 X t +1 − 2κ( κt + 1)µ 0 X tT+1 ]
1
[( κt + 1) X t +1 − (t + 1) X t +1 − κµ 0 ][( κt + 1) X t +1 − (t + 1) X t +1 − κµ 0 ]T
Z
κ ( X − µt )( X t +1 − µt )T
= t t +1
κt + 1
=
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